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Overconvergence and classicality:
the case of curves

By Payman L Kassaei at London

Abstract. Given our set-up of a system of abstract curves and maps between them
satisfying certain assumptions, we prove a classicality criterion for overconvergent sections
of line bundles over these curves. As a result we prove such criteria for overconvergent
modular forms over various Shimura curves. In particular, we provide a classicality crite-
rion for overconvergent modular forms studied in [Kas2] and their higher-level generaliza-
tions.

1. Introduction

Over a decade has passed since R. Coleman’s breakthrough in applying the theory of
overconvergent modular forms to the study of p-adic variation of modular forms of finite
slope. Coleman’s results have been extended and generalized in various directions and have
found applications, most notably, via constructing p-adic families of automorphic forms.
One ingredient, however, is still missing in some important generalizations of Coleman’s
theory, mainly in those which use the geometry of Shimura varieties in the construction
and study of overconvergent automorphic forms. That ingredient is Coleman’s classicality
result [Co1], [Co2] which states that ‘‘overconvergent modular forms of small slope are
classical’’ and which is crucial in most applications of the theory; for example, to construct
a p-adic family of classical automorphic forms containing a given one, one uses methods of
p-adic analysis to first construct a family of overconvergent automorphic forms (objects
more inviting of p-adic interpolation) and then one invokes a classicality result to deduce
that all but finitely many members of the family are indeed classical automorphic forms.
Somehow, it has not been easy to extend Coleman’s clever dimension-counting proof of
the classicality result to other cases. The ordinary case (i.e., when slope is zero) was dealt
with by Hida and has been extensively generalized by Hida and others.

In [Kas3] we presented an alternative proof of Coleman’s result which was based on
the formal and rigid geometry of the modular curves. The strategy is to p-adically analyti-
cally continue an overconvergent modular form to a global p-adic analytic section of a line
bundle which will then, according to a rigid geometric GAGA, be a classical (algebraic)
modular form. The analytic continuation consists of two steps: first we use Buzzard’s
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analytic continuation results [Buz] to extend an overconvergent modular form to the entire
supersingular locus, and then, we construct a second modular form on the complementary
region and show that the two can be ‘‘glued’’ together despite the fact that their regions of
definitions are disjoint. A good part of the work goes into the gluing process and uses the
full force of the classical theory of canonical subgroups of elliptic curves.

In this paper we show that this method can be applied in the context of various Shi-
mura curves. In particular, our results provide a classicality result for the overconvergent
modular forms over unitary Shimura curves which were studied in [Kas2]. In fact, we gen-
eralize the basic constructions of that paper to the case where the level has arbitrary powers
of P in it, and prove the classicality result in that generality. We also prove a classicality
result for the quaternionic overconvergent modular forms studied in [Kas1].

Our original presentation of the proof in [Kas3] relies (seemingly) essentially on the
moduli problems that the modular curves in question are a solution to. As we were trying
to carry out this method over Shimura curves it became clear that the existence of a moduli
problem is a bit of a red herring. It is instead some specific formal and rigid geometric fea-
tures of the Shimura curves and of certain maps between them that are at work. In this
article we take this viewpoint and show that given a system of abstract curves and maps
between them satisfying certain assumptions, one can develop a theory of overconvergent
sections of line bundles on these curves and prove a classicality criterion. Our assumptions
are general enough to cover all cases of Shimura curves that we are interested in. One
reason that the argument can work in this generality is an equally general treatment of all
desired aspects of a theory of canonical subgroups for curves in [GK].

We are working on proving similar results in higher dimensions in a similar spirit.
Some of the constructions in this paper can be carried out in dimensions bigger than one,
but in general there are a few obstacles in proving a classicality result. To begin with
one needs a comprehensive enough theory of canonical subgroups (which is currently
the subject of research of a number of people). Recently Shu Sasaki has used the above
analytic continuation method to prove a classicality criterion for overconvergent Hilbert
modular forms when p is split in the totally real field in question. In that case canonical
subgroups can be constructed using the classical method of Lubin-Katz, as when p is split
the formal group of an HBAV factorizes as a product of one-dimensional formal groups.
When p is not split, canonical subgroups are not well understood yet. Furthermore, in
this case, Buzzard’s analytic continuation method does not automatically extend an over-
convergent Hilbert modular form to the entire non-ordinary locus of the Hilbert modular
variety.

The article has four parts. In §2 we introduce our set-up and define spaces of over-
convergent sections of line bundles and define the action of a completely continuous U
operator. In §3 we use Buzzard’s method of successive hitting by the U operator to provide
partial analytic continuation of overconvergent sections. In §4 we carry out our method of
analytic continuation and prove the classicality criterion. In §5 we show how these general
results can be applied over Shimura curves.

Acknowledgments. I am grateful to the Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik in
Bonn for their hospitality and the excellent work conditions provided to me in the Spring
of 2005 when a major part of this work was carried out.
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2. Overconvergence

2.1. Set-up: the ‘‘tame’’ case. Let p be a prime and L0 a finite extension of Qp. Let
O0 denote the ring of integers with maximal ideal m ¼ ð$Þ, and residue field kG Fq. Let val
be a valuation normalized so that valð$Þ ¼ 1. Define j:j ¼ j:jL0

¼ ð1=qÞvalð:Þ on L0. Let L̂L0

denote the completion of a fixed algebraic closure of L0. The valuation on L0 can be ex-
tended to a valuation val : L̂L0 ! Q, and hence the absolute value j:j too can be extended
to L̂L0. If L is a completely valued subfield of L̂L0, we define val and j:j on L by restriction
from L̂L0.

Let R be an O0-algebra. By a ‘‘curve’’ Z over R we mean a flat finite-type separated
morphism f : Z ! SpecðRÞ such that the geometric fibres of f are connected and of di-
mension one, and that Z is a reduced scheme. If S is a scheme over R, by Z nS we mean
the base change of Z via S ! SpecðRÞ. If S ¼ SpecðR 0Þ we denote Z nS also by Z nR 0.
This convention applies in the same way to all other relative objects in this paper. However,
we often denote a morphism and its base change by the same notation.

Guided by examples of Shimura curves, we introduce the following data. Let X , Y be
curves over O0 with a morphism p : Y ! X such that:

(A1) X is smooth over O0.

(A2) Y is a regular scheme such that:

(A2.1) There exists a section

s : X n k! Y n k to pn k : Y n k! X n k:

(A2.2) The special fibre Y n k is reduced, has two components, and each inter-
section point of the components is defined over k and its completed local ring is isomorphic
to kws; tx=ðstÞ.

(A2.3) The set theoretic preimage ðpn kÞ%1ðpn kÞðQÞ is equal to Q for any
singular point Q A Y n k.

(A2.4) We have fixed an automorphism w : Y ! Y defined over O0 whose re-
duction mod$ switches the components of Y n k.

(A2.5) We have fixed an automorphism d : Y ! Y defined over O0 whose re-
duction mod$ sends each component of Y n k to itself.

(A3) The morphism p : Y ! X is finite flat of degree 1þ e where e > 1 is an integer.

We define ðY n kÞðyÞ ¼ sðX n kÞnðY n kÞsing, and ðY n kÞð0Þ ¼ ðY n kÞnsðX n kÞ.

Remark 2.1. Assumptiuon (A2.2) can be relaxed. It is enough to assume that every
point of intersection is defined over a finite extension k 0 of k and that Y n k 0 is reduced,
has two components, and the completed local ring of each intersection point of those com-
ponents is isomorphic to k 0ws; tx=ðstÞ.
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Remark 2.2. We will apply the results of this paper to examples where X , Y are var-
ious types of Shimura curves. As an example of the above consider X to be a modular
curve with level prime to p, say X

!
G1ðNÞ

"
with ðp;NÞ ¼ 1, whose noncuspidal points clas-

sify ðE; iÞ with E an elliptic curve, and i a G1ðNÞ-level structure. Also let Y be obtained
from X by adding a G0ðpÞ-level structure, say X

!
G1ðNÞXG0ðpÞ

"
, whose noncuspidal

points classify ðE; i;CÞ, where ðE; iÞ is as above and C is a subgroup of order p in E. The
automorphism w can be then given by dividing out an elliptic curve and its G1ðNÞ-level
structure by its G0ðpÞ-level structure, and adding the G0ðpÞ-level structure induced by the
p-torsion points after passage to the quotient. The automorphism d is the diamond opera-
tor hp%1i. In this case e ¼ p and the section s is defined by adding the G0ðpÞ-level structure
given by the subgroup scheme KerðFrobpÞ in characteristic p.

Let X, Y be the formal schemes obtained, respectively, by completing X , Y along
their special fibres. These are quasi-compact admissible formal schemes over O0 as defined
in [BLI]. For simplicity, we use the same notation for the induced morphisms after formal
completion. There is a functor ‘‘rig’’ which associates to every quasi-compact admissible
formal scheme Z over O0, its ‘‘generic fibre’’, Zrig, which is a quasi-compact and quasi-
separated rigid analytic space over L0. See [BLI] for an account of this construction which
is due to Raynaud, or [GK], §2.1, for a brief survey. We denote the image of a map a under
this functor by arig.

Since we will frequently use results from [GK], the notation has been chosen in accor-
dance with that article, except that O0, L0 are denoted by O, K there. In §2.3 of loc. cit. a
‘‘measure of singularity’’ is defined which is modeled over the notion of the measure of
supersingularity of elliptic curves in the context of modular curves. For a point P of Xrig

we have nXðPÞ A Qf0, which is well-defined only when nXðPÞ < 1 (and the statement
‘‘nXðPÞf 1’’ is also well-defined). For a point Q A Yrig we have nYðQÞ A Qf0 (always well
defined, and at most 1). Over a residue annulus in Yrig, nY is the valuation of a carefully
chosen parameter. For a point Q outside the union of the residue annuli of singular points
of Y n k, one has nYðQÞ ¼ 0 or 1, depending on whether Q specializes to a point in

ðY n kÞðyÞ or ðY n kÞð0Þ, respectively. We refer to §2.3 of loc. cit. for precise definitions.
For every interval I HR with endpoints in Q there is an admissible open YrigI in Yrig

whose points are

fQ A Yrig : nYðQÞ A Ig:

A similar notation will be used for Xrig. In this case, however, the interval I is assumed to
be inside ½0; 1Þ. If LH L̂L0 is a completely valued extension of L0 then nX and nY can be
defined over Xrig n̂nL and Yrig n̂nL by pullback.

In [GK], §3 it is proven that the morphism prig : Yrig ! Xrig admits a section

srig : Xrig

#
0; e=ðeþ 1Þ

"
! Yrig

#
0; e=ðeþ 1Þ

"

which we call the canonical section. To simplify the notation, for a point Q A Yrig, we some-
times denote wrigðQÞ by Qw. We also denote the base extension of srig to any extension L of
L0 by the same notation.

We summarize some results of [GK] in the following proposition. We refer to [GK],
Definition 3.11 and Lemmas 3.6 and 4.2, for details. Item (5) does not appear in [GK] but
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can be proven in the same way as item (4). Note that all these results are proven for L ¼ L0

in [GK] but the results for general L follow immediately.

Proposition 2.3. Let LH L̂L0 be a completely valued extension of L0. Let Q be a point
of Yrig n̂nL.

(1) If nYðQÞ < e=ðeþ 1Þ, then nYðQÞ ¼ nXðprigQÞ. In this case, we say Q is canonical.
A point Q is canonical if and only if it is in the image of the canonical section srig.

(2) If nYðQÞ > e=ðeþ 1Þ, then we have nYðQÞ ¼ 1% e%1nXðprigQÞ. In this case, we say
that Q is anti-canonical.

(3) We say that Q is too singular if nYðQÞ ¼ e=ðeþ 1Þ. This is equivalent to
nXðprigQÞf e=ðeþ 1Þ.

(4) We have nY
!
wrigðQÞ

"
¼ 1% nYðQÞ.

(5) We have nY
!
drigðQÞ

"
¼ nYðQÞ.

Corollary 2.4. Let LH L̂L0 be a completely valued extension of L0. Let Q1 and Q2 be
points on Yrig n̂nL so that prigðQ1Þ ¼ prigðQ2Þ ¼ P A Xrig n̂nL. Then:

(1) The point Q1 is too singular i¤ Q2 is too singular i¤ nXðPÞf e=ðeþ 1Þ. In that case
nYðQw

2 Þ ¼ 1=ðeþ 1Þ.

(2) If Q1 and Q2 are both canonical, or both anti-canonical, then

nYðQw
2 Þ ¼ 1% nYðQ1Þ:

(3) If Q1 is canonical and Q2 is anti-canonical, then nYðQw
2 Þ ¼ e%1nYðQ1Þ.

(4) If Q1 is anti-canonical and Q2 is canonical, then nYðQw
2 Þ ¼ 1% e

!
1% nYðQ1Þ

"
.

Proof. All the statements follow easily from Proposition 2.3. Note that in (2) if both
Q1 and Q2 are canonical they must be equal. r

Lemma 2.5. If I k ½0; 1( (respectively, I H ½0; 1Þ) is a closed interval with endpoints in
Q, then YrigI (respectively, XrigI ) is an a‰noid subdomain.

Proof. Any finite union of a‰noids on an irreducible curve is either the whole space
or an a‰noid itself. It is therefore enough to show XrigI and YrigI are quasi-compact sub-
domains.

Over Xrig there is another well-known general construction which will produce the
domains Xrig½a; b(. See, for example, [KL], §3.2. In the notation of that paper, let D be the
Cartier divisor on X n k given by the sum of all points ðpn kÞðbÞ where b runs over sin-
gular points of Y n k. It is easy to show that Xrig½0; r( in our construction is the same as
Xrigðp%rÞ defined there (which is evidently quasi-compact), and in fact this can be done for
any closed interval. One point to remember is that based on our choice of the valuation the
ramification degree e considered in [KL] is equal to 1 here.
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Over Yrig, however, the above construction doesn’t work. We refer the reader to
[GK], §2.3 for details on the definition of nY. The domain Yrigð0; 1Þ is a finite disjoint union
of open annuli fx : 0 < vðxÞ < 1g where x is the specific (type of) parameter used in the
definition of nY. Therefore, if ½a; b( ¼ I H ð0; 1Þ we can think of YrigI as an admissible finite
disjoint union of closed annuli fx : ae jxje bg. This shows that YrigI is an a‰noid sub-
domain in this case. Finally to address cases where exactly one of 0 or 1 belongs to I we
note that it is enough to consider intervals of the form ½0; r( (respectively ½r; 1() where
r < e=ðeþ 1Þ (respectively r > e=ðeþ 1Þ). The reason is that, for example, if rf e=ðeþ 1Þ
then Yrig½0; r( ¼ Yrig½0; 1=ðeþ 1Þ(WYrig½1=ðeþ 1Þ; r( which is quasi-compact since Yrig is
quasi-separated and therefore any finite covering by quasi-compact opens is an admissible
covering. If r < e=ðeþ 1Þ then Yrig½0; r( is isomorphic to Xrig½0; r( by the existence of srig. If
r > e=ðeþ 1Þ, then Yrig½r; 1( is a connected component in p%1

rig

!
Xrig½0; eð1% rÞ(

"
by Proposi-

tion 2.3. Since prig is a finite morphism this implies that Yrig½r; 1( is quasi-compact. r

We now introduce a curve over Yrig which allows us to define a correspondence on
Yrig. See Remark 2.6 for the analogue in the case of modular curves. Let Y0

rig be a rigid ana-
lytic curve over SpecðL0Þ fitting into the following diagram. (The notation Y0

rig is chosen in

accordance with the rest of the notation and is not meant to suggest that Y0
rig is obtained

via the process of formal completion followed by applying the functor rig from some spe-
cific curve ‘‘Y 0’’. The same warning goes for the maps.)

Y0
rig $$$!$$$!

p 0
1; rig

p1; rig

Yrig???yprig

Xrig

ð2:1Þ

such that

(A4) p1; rig, p 01; rig are finite flat rigid analytic morphisms defined over L0. Define
p2; rig : Y0

rig ! Yrig by p2; rig :¼ wrigp
0
1; rig.

(A5) For any Q A Y0
rig we have p1; rigðQÞ3 p 01; rigðQÞ. In particular, for such a point

Q if one of p1; rigðQÞ or p 01; rigðQÞ is canonical, the other will be anti-canonical.

By Assumption (A5), we have

ðp 01; rigÞ
%1!Yrig

#
0; e=ðeþ 1Þ

""
H ðp1; rigÞ%1!Yrig

!
e=ðeþ 1Þ; 1

%"
:ð2:2Þ

We further assume the following.

(A6) By Diagram (2.1), Equation (2.2), and parts (1) and (2) of Proposition 2.3 we
have a commutative diagram

ðp 01; rigÞ
%1!Yrig

#
0; e=ðeþ 1Þ

""
$$$!
p1; rig

Yrig

!
e=ðeþ 1Þ; 1

%

p 01; rig

???y

???yprig

Yrig

#
0; e=ðeþ 1Þ

"
$$$!
prig

Xrig

#
0; e=ðeþ 1Þ

"
ð2:3Þ
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which we assume to be a product diagram. In particular, by base extension of srig, there is a
section

s0
rig : Yrig

!
e=ðeþ 1Þ; 1

%
! Y0

rig

to p1; rig whose image is ðp 01; rigÞ
%1!Yrig

#
0; e=ðeþ 1Þ

""
. This is simply equivalent to requiring

that the top arrow is an isomorphism and s0
rig is its inverse.

Remark 2.6. In applications to Shimura curves, Y0
rig will be the analogue of the

modular curve X
!
G1ðNÞXG0ðpÞ

"
whose noncuspidal points classify ðE; i;C;DÞ with E

an elliptic curve, i a G1ðNÞ-level structure, and C, D two finite-flat subgroups of order p
which intersect trivially. The morphisms p1; rig and p 01; rig are then the ones that forget D
and C, respectively. The morphism p2; rig is the one that quotients out by D. In the classical
theory this data is used to define the Hecke correspondence Up.

Here we prove a lemma that we will use many times in this paper. For an interval I
define

I t ¼ f1% eð1% tÞ : t A Ig;ð2:4Þ

I w ¼ f1% t : t A Ig;ð2:5Þ

I s ¼ fe%1t : t A Ig:ð2:6Þ

Lemma 2.7. (1) If I L
#
0; e=ðeþ 1Þ

"
, i.e., inside the canonical locus we have

p%1
1; rigðYrigIÞL p%1

2; rigðYrigI sÞ:

(2) Over the too singular locus we have

p%1
1; rig

!
Yrig½e=ðeþ 1Þ; e=ðeþ 1Þ(

"
L p%1

2; rig

!
Yrig½1=ðeþ 1Þ; 1=ðeþ 1Þ(

"
:

(3) If I L
!
e=ðeþ 1Þ; 1

%
, i.e., inside the anti-canonical locus we have

p%1
1; rigðYrigIÞL p%1

2; rigðYrigI wÞW p%1
2; rigðYrigI tÞ

where the right-hand side is an admissible disjoint union.

Proof. Let Q A p%1
1; rigðYrigIÞ. Define Q1 :¼ p1; rigðQÞ and Q2 :¼ p 01; rigðQÞ. Then

p2; rigðQÞ ¼ Qw
2 . Also from Diagram (2.1) we have prigðQ1Þ ¼ prigðQ2Þ and hence Corollary

2.4 can be applied.

In case (1), we know Q1 is canonical and thus assumption (A5) tells us that Q2 is anti-
canonical. Hence the result follows from part (3) of Corollary 2.4. In case (2), we know Q1

is too singular and hence the result follows from part (1) of Corollary 2.4. Finally, in case
(3), the point Q1 is anti-canonical and parts (2) and (4) of Corollary 2.4 imply the result.
For the last statement notice that under the assumptions on I we have I w X I t ¼ j, and
hence the union is disjoint. If I is a closed interval with rational endpoints then using
Lemma 2.5 it is clear that the covering is admissible (all our spaces are quasi-separated).
The general case is reduced to this case using the maximum modulus principle. r
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Corollary 2.8. For any subinterval I of
!
e=ðeþ 1Þ; 1

%
, we have

s0
rigðYrigIÞH p%1

2; rigðYrigI tÞ:

In fact more is true: we have

s0
rigðYrigIÞ ¼ p%1

2; rigðYrigI tÞX p%1
1; rigðYrigIÞ:

Proof. Since s0
rigðYrigIÞH p%1

1; rigðYrigIÞ and in view of Lemma 2.7, to show the first

inclusion we only need to show that s0
rigðYrigIÞ does not intersect p%1

2; rigðYrigI wÞ. Let Q be in
s0

rigðYrigIÞ. Assumption (A6) tells us that p 01; rigðQÞ A Yrig

#
0; e=ðeþ 1Þ

"
. Therefore,

p2; rigðQÞ ¼ wrigp
0
1; rigðQÞ A Yrig

!
1=ðeþ 1Þ; 1

%
. Now

!
1=ðeþ 1Þ; 1

%
X I w ¼ j and the first in-

clusion follows. To prove the equality note that p%1
2; rigðYrigI tÞ is a subset of

p%1
2; rig

!
Yrig

!
1=ðeþ 1Þ; 1

%"
¼ ðp 01; rigÞ

%1!Yrig

#
0; e=ðeþ 1Þ

""
¼ s0

rig

!
Yrig

!
1=ðeþ 1Þ; 1

%"

where for the first equality we use assumption (A4) and for the second, assumption (A6).
Intersecting with p%1

1; rigðYrigIÞ gives the desired result. r

Let F be an invertible sheaf over X . Let F denote the induced sheaf on the formal
scheme X, and Frig the sheaf on Xrig. To simplify the notation, we sometimes denote
the sheaf p)F on Y also by F . Similarly we sometimes denote both p)rigFrig on Yrig and
p)1; rigp

)
rigFrig on Y0

rig, also by Frig. We try to avoid this abbreviation when it is likely to cause
confusion. We assume that

(A7) we have fixed a morphism of OY -modules Q : w)p)F ! p)F .

Remark 2.9. In the context of modular curves, the sheaf F on X ¼ X
!
G1ðNÞ

"
can

be taken to be onk, where o is the usual sheaf whose restriction to the noncuspidal locus is
the push forward of the sheaf of invariant di¤erentials of the universal elliptic curve. On
Y ¼ X

!
G1ðNÞXG0ðpÞ

"
, w)p)o, on the noncuspidal locus, is the push forward of the sheaf

of invariant di¤erentials on the quotient of the universal elliptic curve by the distinguished
subgroup of order p, and pulling back via this quotient morphism (raised to the power k)
furnishes us with Q in this case. Similar morphisms exist for other Shimura curves.

Definition 2.10. Let s : Xrig

#
0; 1=ðeþ 1Þ

"
! Xrig

#
0; e=ðeþ 1Þ

"
be the morphism de-

fined by

sðPÞ ¼ prigwrigsrigðPÞ:

Using various parts of Proposition 2.3 we show nX
!
sðPÞ

"
¼ enXðPÞ < e=ðeþ 1Þ. Part (1)

shows that nY
!
srigðPÞ

"
¼ nXðPÞ. Part (4) then implies that

nY
!
wrigsrigðPÞ

"
¼ 1% nXðPÞ > e=ðeþ 1Þ:

Therefore by part (2) we get

nX
!
sðPÞ

"
¼ nX

!
prigwrigsrigðPÞ

"
¼ e

!
1% nY

!
wrigsrigðPÞ

""
¼ enXðPÞ:
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Remark 2.11. In the context of modular curves, s corresponds to the Frobenius
morphism obtained by dividing an elliptic curve and its tame level structure by its canonical
subgroup.

2.2. Overconvergence on Yrig. Let LH L̂L0 to be a completely valued extension of L0

with ring of integers O.

Definition 2.12. Let 0e r < e=ðeþ 1Þ be in Q. The space of r-overconvergent sec-
tions of Frig on Yrig defined over L is

SrðYrig;Frig;LÞ :¼ H 0ðYrig½0; r( n̂nL;FrigÞGH 0ðXrig½0; r( n̂nL;FrigÞ

where the last identification is via s)rig. An overconvergent section of Frig on Xrig defined over
L is an element of SrðYrig;Frig;LÞ for some r > 0. The space of overconvergent sections of
Frig on Xrig is denoted by SyðXrig;Frig;LÞ. An element of SrðXrig;Frig;LÞ is called classical if
it is in the image of the map

H 0ðYrig n̂nL;FrigÞ ,! H 0ðYrig½0; r( n̂nL;FrigÞGH 0ðXrig½0; r( n̂nL;FrigÞ

where the first arrow is restriction, and the second identification is via s)rig. The space of
classical sections of Frig over Xrig defined over L is denoted by SðXrig;Frig;LÞ. Note that
this is possibly larger than H 0ðXrig n̂nL;FrigÞ. We note that if Y is projective over O0

then by rigid analytic GAGA we know analytification induces an isomorphism between
H 0ðY nL;F Þ and H 0ðYrig n̂nL;FrigÞ and hence a classical section is indeed the analytifi-
cation of an algebraic global section.

We define norms on these spaces making them into p-adic Banach spaces. Let Z be
an admissible formal scheme, and Zrig its generic fibre. Let z be a point of Zrig. Throughout
this article the notation gz stands for a choice of an E-point of Zrig mapping onto fzg,
where E is a finite extension of the residue field of z. In this situation we say that the mor-
phism gz : SpðEÞ! Zrig gives the point z. Any such morphism can be uniquely extended to
a morphism ~ggz : SpfðOEÞ! Z, where OE is the ring of integers in E.

Definition 2.13. Let Z be a reduced quasi-compact admissible formal scheme over O
and N an invertible sheaf on it. Let z A Zrig be a point and gz : SpðEÞ! Zrig an E-point
giving z (where E is a finite extension of the residue field of z). We first define a norm j:jz
on H 0

!
SpðEÞ; z)Nrig

"
. Denote the formal extension of gz to Z by ~ggz : SpfðOEÞ! Z. Then

H 0
!
SpðEÞ; g)zNrig

"
¼ H 0

!
SpfðOEÞ; ~gg)zN

"
nOE

E

and we define j:jz via identifying H 0
!
SpfðOEÞ; ~gg)zN

"
with OE . The definition is independent

of the identification and the choice of gz. Let UHZrig be an admissible open, and let
f A H 0ðU;NrigÞ and z A U. We define

j f ðzÞj :¼ jg)z f jz:

We define the norm of f over U to be j f jU :¼ supfj f ðzÞj : z A Ug (possibly infinite).

Lemma 2.14. Assume L is discretely valued. Let Z be a reduced quasi-compact admis-
sible formal scheme over O, and N an invertible sheaf on Z. If U is an a‰noid subdomain
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of Zrig, then j:jU is a norm on H 0ðU;NrigÞ which makes it into a potentially orthonormizable
L-Banach module.

Proof. See [Kas3], Lemma 2.2. The only thing left to show is the potential orthonor-
mizability, that is, the existence of an equivalent norm on H 0ðU;NrigÞ with respect to which
there is an orthonormal basis. This follow from [Ser], Proposition 1, along with remarks
made before the Exemple. r

For simplicity, we denote j:jYrig½0; r(n̂nL on SrðYrig;Frig;LÞ ¼ H 0ðYrig½0; r( n̂nL;FrigÞ by
j:jr. It is clear that SrðYrig;Frig;LÞ is isomorphic as a normed space to SrðYrig;Frig;L0Þ n̂nL

for any completely valued subfield L of L̂L containing L0.

Corollary 2.15. If L is discretely valued, SrðYrig;Frig;LÞ is a potentially orthonormiz-
able L-Banach module with respect to j:jr.

Next, we define an operator U on SrðYrig;Frig;LÞ. We start with some generalities.

Definition 2.16. Throughout §2–4 we fix a choice of (a ‘‘normalization factor’’)
c A L0. This will be used to define the following collection of operators.

Let Y, Y0 be rigid analytic spaces over L, and a1; a2 : Y0 ! Y be two finite flat mor-
phisms. Assume that G is a quasi-coherent sheaf on Y, and we are given a morphism
l : a)2G ! a)1G. Let V;WHY be admissible opens such that a%1

1 ðWÞL a%1
2 ðVÞ. Then, we

can define

T ¼ TWV : H 0ðV;GÞ! H 0ðW;GÞ

via the following composite

H 0
!
a%1

2 ðVÞ; a)2G
"
$$$!res

H 0
!
a%1

1 ðWÞ; a)2G
"
$$$!l H 0

!
a%1

1 ðWÞ; a)1G
"

a)2

x???

???yða1Þ)

H 0ðV;GÞ H 0ðW;GÞ

ð2:7Þ

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$!
TWV

where res denotes restriction, and ða1Þ) is the push-forward map (i.e., the map induced by
the trace map between the structure sheaves) which is defined since a1 is finite and flat.

Now, let V, W be as above with the further assumption that VLW. In this case, we
define an L-linear transformation

UWV : H 0ðV;GÞ! H 0ðV;GÞ

via UWV ¼ resWV * cTWV , where resWV : H 0ðW;GÞ! H 0ðV;GÞ is the natural restriction. When
it is understood whichW we are using, we often drop it from the notation and simply write
UV .

Remark 2.17. Note that the above definition of U operators depends on our fixed
choice of c, which we have suppressed from the notation. In each specific application in §5,
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we will specify the choice of c. For example, in the case of modular curves c will be taken to
be 1=p.

Lemma 2.18. Let Y, Y0, a1, a2 be as above.

(1) For i ¼ 1; 2, let ðV i;W iÞ be as in Definition 2.16., with V1 HV2 and W1 HW2.
Then

resW2
W1

TW2
V2
¼ TW1

V1
resV2
V1
:

(2) Let V1 LV2 LV3 be admissible opens of Y, such that a%1
1 ðV iþ1ÞL a%1

2 ðV iÞ for
i ¼ 1; 2. Then we have

(a) UV3
V2
¼ cTV2

V1
resV2
V1

,

(b) resV2
V1

UV3
V2
¼ UV2

V1
resV2
V1

,

(c) UV3
V2

TV2
V1
¼ TV2

V1
UV2
V1

.

Proof. Part (1) is immediate from Definition 2.16, and part (2) follows easily from
part (1). r

Since p2; rig ¼ wrigp
0
1; rig, and prigp1; rig ¼ prigp

0
1; rig, we can apply ðp 01; rigÞ

) to the (analy-
tified) morphism Q, and get a morphism of OY0

rig
-modules

Q : p)2; rigp
)
rigFrig ! p)1; rigp

)
rigFrig:

Note that we often denote the sheaf on the right-hand side simply by Frig.

Definition 2.19. Let 0e r < 1=ðeþ 1Þ. Following the notation of Definition 2.16 we
let Y ¼ Yrig, Y0 ¼ Y0

rig, ai ¼ pi; rig for i ¼ 1; 2, G ¼ Frig, W ¼ Yrig½0; er(, V ¼ Yrig½0; r(, and
l ¼ Q. In view of Lemma 2.7 we have

p%1
1; rigðWÞL p%1

2; rigðVÞ:

Hence Definition 2.16 gives us T ¼ TWV ¼ T
Yrig½0; er(
Yrig½0; r(

, and also (after tensoring with L)

Ur :¼ U
Yrig½0; er(
Yrig½0; r(

: SrðYrig;Frig;LÞ! SrðYrig;Frig;LÞ:

It is easy to see (for example using part (1) of Lemma 2.18) that if 0e re r 0 < 1=ðeþ 1Þ
then Ur induces an operator on Sr 0ðYrig;Frig;LÞ which equals Sr 0 . Therefore, we obtain an
operator

U : SyðYrig;Frig;LÞ! SyðYrig;Frig;LÞ:

We sometimes denote Ur by U as well.

Proposition 2.20. Assume L is discretely valued. The operator Ur is a completely con-
tinuous operator for any 0 < r < 1=ðeþ 1Þ.
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Proof. Since by definition Ur is the composite of a continuous operator T with re-
striction of sections from Yrig½0; er( to Yrig½0; r( it is enough to show that this restriction is a
morphism of Banach spaces with compact closure. Since r < 1=ðeþ 1Þ using the section srig

it is enough to show that restriction from H 0ðXrig½0; er(;FrigÞ to H 0ðXrig½0; r(;FrigÞ has com-
pact closure. This can be shown, for example, by using [KL], Propositions 2.4.1 and 2.3.2.
In the proof of Lemma 2.5 we explained that (for an appropriate choice of a Cartier divi-
sor) Xrigðp%rÞ as defined in [KL], §2.3, is the same as Xrig½0; r( in our notation. Now we can
apply [KL], Proposition 2.4.1, noting that the Banach space structure we have defined on
H 0ðXrig½0; r(;FrigÞ equals its canonical Banach space structure. r

2.3. Set-up: the case of ‘‘higher levels’’. In this section we axiomatize the situation
common to Shimura curves with level structures containing ‘‘powers of p’’. Fix a positive
integer m. Assume XðmÞ is a curve over O0. Let XðmÞ denote the formal completion of
X ðmÞ along its special fibre. Denote the rigid analytic generic fibre of this quasi-compact
admissible formal scheme by XðmÞrig. Let X0ðmÞrig be a rigid analytic curve over L0 (the
notation is chosen for uniformity and is not meant to suggest that X0ðmÞrig is the rigid
analytic fibre of a canonically chosen formal scheme). Assume we have two morphisms
l1; rig; l2; rig : X0ðmÞrig ! XðmÞrig defined over L0. Assume further that:

(H1) X ðmÞnL0 is smooth.

(H2) l1; rig, l2; rig are finite flat morphisms.

(H3) For 1e iem, there are morphisms fi : XðmÞ! Y and hi; rig : X0ðmÞrig ! Y0
rig

fitting in the following commutative diagrams:

(H3.1) For each 1e iem, and j ¼ 1; 2 the diagrams

X0ðmÞrig $$$!
lj; rig

XðmÞrig

hi; rig

???y

???yfi; rig

Y0
rig $$$!

pj; rig

Yrig

ð2:8Þ

are commutative. Furthermore, for i ¼ j ¼ 1 the diagram obtained is a product diagram.

(H3.2) For each 1e iem% 1, the diagram

X0ðmÞ $$$!
l1; rig

XðmÞrig

hiþ1; rig

???y

???yfi; rig

Y0
rig $$$!

drigp2; rig

Yrig

ð2:9Þ

is commutative.

Remark 2.21. Let us continue to hint at what the above curves and morphisms will
signify in the context of Shimura curves by presenting them in the case of modular curves.
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In that context, XðmÞ can be taken to be X
!
G1ðNÞXG1ðpmÞ

"
, whose noncuspidal points

classify ðE; i;PÞ where ðE; iÞ is an elliptic curve with G1ðNÞ-level structure and P is a point
of exact order pm on E (in the sense of Drinfeld). Then X0ðmÞrig will be the analytification
of the curve over L0 ¼ Qp whose noncuspidal points classify ðE; i;P;DÞ where one adds D,
a subgroup of order p, to the above data assuming it intersects the subgroup generated by
P trivially. The morphisms l1; rig and l2; rig are the analytification of morphisms which for-
get D and quotient out by D, respectively. The morphism fj can be taken to send ðE; i;PÞ
to ðE=hpmþ1%jPi; i; hpm%jPiÞ. The morphism hi; rig can be defined in the same way by fur-
ther enclosing the image of D in the quotient. All the required properties can be easily
checked to hold using Yoneda’s lemma.

We will again denote by F the sheaf f)1F on X ðmÞ, and by Frig the corresponding
sheaf on XðmÞrig. We will also denote by Frig the sheaf h)1; rigFrig on X0ðmÞrig. Using (H3.1)
with i ¼ j ¼ 1, it can also be described as l)1; rigFrig ¼ l)1; rigf

)
1; rigFrig, notations that we may

sometimes use. Applying h)1; rig to the morphism of OY0
rig

-modules Q : p)2; rigFrig ! p)1; rigFrig,
we obtain a morphism of OX0ðmÞrig

-modules

l)2; rigFrig ! l)1; rigFrig

which we still denote by Q.

We will use the following lemma later.

Lemma 2.22. Let Q A XðmÞrig, and 1e iem% 1. If
!
fi; rigðQÞ

"w
is canonical, then

fiþ1; rigðQÞ is anti-canonical.

Proof. We have nY
!
fi; rigðQÞ

"
¼ 1% nY

!!
fi; rigðQÞ

"w"
> 1=ðeþ 1Þ by Proposition

2.3. Let R A X0ðmÞrig be a point such that l1; rigðRÞ ¼ Q. Then

drigwrigp
0
1; righiþ1; rigðRÞ ¼ drigp2; righiþ1; rigðRÞ ¼ fi; rigl1; rigðRÞ ¼ fi; rigðQÞ

by assumption (H3.2). Proposition 2.3 now implies

nY
!
p 01; righiþ1; rigðRÞ

"
¼ 1% nY

!
fi; rigðQÞ

"
< e=ðeþ 1Þ:

Therefore p 01; righiþ1; rigðRÞ is canonical and hence, by Assumption (A5), we know that
p1; righiþ1; rigðRÞ is anti-canonical. But Assumption (H3.1) tells us that

p1; rig

!
hiþ1; rigðRÞ

"
¼ fiþ1; rig

!
l1; rigðRÞ

"
¼ fiþ1; rigðQÞ:

We are done. r

2.4. Overconvergence over X(m)rig. In this subsection we define the space of over-
convergent sections of Frig on XðmÞrig. Recall that LH L̂L0 is a completely valued extension
of L0 with ring of integers O.

Definition 2.23. Let 0e r < e2%m=ðeþ 1Þ be in Q. The space of r-overconvergent
sections of Frig on XðmÞrig defined over L is

Sr

!
XðmÞrig;Frig;L

"
:¼ H 0

!
f%1

m; rigðYrig½0; rem%1( n̂nLÞ;Frig

"
:
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An overconvergent section of Frig on XðmÞrig is an element of Sr

!
XðmÞrig;Frig;L

"
for

some r > 0. The space of overconvergent sections of Frig on XðmÞrig is denoted by
Sy
!
XðmÞrig;Frig;L

"
. An overconvergent section of Frig is called classical if it is in the image

of the restriction map

H 0
!
XðmÞrig n̂nL;Frig

"
,! H 0

!
f%1

m; rigðYrig½0; rem%1( n̂nLÞ;Frig

"
:

We denote the space of these classical sections by S
!
XðmÞrig;Frig;L

"
. If XðmÞ is projective

over O0 then by rigid analytic GAGA analytification induces an isomorphism between
H 0

!
XðmÞnL;F

"
and H 0

!
XðmÞrig n̂nL;Frig

"
and hence a classical section is indeed the an-

alytification of an algebraic global section.

By Definition 2.13 we have a norm j:jf%1
m; rigðYrig½0; rem%1(Þ on Sr

!
XðmÞrig;Frig;L

"
which we

abbreviate by j:jr. As in Corollary 2.15 we have the following.

Proposition 2.24. If L is discretely valued, the space S m
r

!
XðmÞrig;Frig;L

"
is a poten-

tially orthonormizable L-Banach module with respect to j:jr.

Now we prepare for the definition of the U operator. Let 0e r < e1%m=ðeþ 1Þ. Let
W ¼ f%1

m; rigðYrig½0; rem(Þ, and V ¼ f%1
m; rigðYrig½0; rem%1(Þ. Since 0e rem < e=ðeþ 1Þ, we can

apply part (1) of Lemma 2.7 to deduce that

p%1
1; rigðYrig½0; rem(ÞL p%1

2; rigðYrig½0; rem%1(Þ:

Applying h%1
m; rig to both sides, and noting that by Assumption (H3.2) we have

fm; rigli; rig ¼ pi; righm; rig for i ¼ 1; 2 we get

l%1
1; rigðWÞL l%1

2; rigðVÞ:ð2:10Þ

Definition 2.25. Assume 0e r < e1%m=ðeþ 1Þ. Following the notation of Defini-
tion 2.16 we set Y ¼ XðmÞrig, Y0 ¼ X0ðmÞrig, ai ¼ li; rig for i ¼ 1; 2, F ¼ Frig,
W ¼ f%1

m; rigðYrig½0; rem(Þ, V ¼ f%1
m; rigðYrig½0; rem%1(Þ, and l ¼ Q. By Equation (2.10) we can

define

T ¼ TWV ¼ T
f%1

m; rigðYrig½0; rem(Þ
f%1

m; rigðYrig½0; rem%1(Þ

and in turn (after tensoring with L)

Ur :¼ UWV : Sr

!
XðmÞrig;Frig;L

"
! Sr

!
XðmÞrig;Frig;L

"
:

As in Definition 2.19 we get an operator

Ur : Sy
!
XðmÞrig;Frig;L

"
! Sy

!
XðmÞrig;Frig;L

"
:

We often denote Ur simply by U.

As in Proposition 2.20 we can prove the following.

Proposition 2.26. Assume r > 0 and L is discretely valued. Then Ur is a completely
continuous operator of Sr

!
XðmÞrig;Frig;L

"
.
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3. Analytic continuation

3.1. Generalities on analytic continuation. The results of this section and their appli-
cations in the subsequent sections §3.2, §3.3 are based on Buzzard’s method of analytic con-
tinuation in [Buz]. We must note that we avoid requiring any connectedness properties for
the regions involved in this process of analytic continuation as in the examples provided
by Shimura curves there are no cusps: over modular curves one can show that two sections
agree on a connected region by showing that their q-expansions agree.

Let L be a completely valued subfield of L0. Let Y, Y0 be rigid analytic spaces over L,
and a1; a2 : Y0 ! Y be two finite flat morphisms. Assume that G is a quasi-coherent sheaf
on Y, and we are given a morphism l : a)2G ! a)1G.

Let U0 be an admissible open of Y. Assume we are given an admissible open U of Y,
and an admissible covering

U0 LU1 L ! ! !LUn L ! ! !

of U such that a%1
1 ðUnþ1ÞL a%1

2 ðUnÞ for all nf 0.

For each nf 0, let

Un : H 0ðUn;GÞ! H 0ðUn;GÞ

be the operator denoted by UUnþ1

Un
in Definition 2.16. From the above assumptions it follows

that a%1
1 ðUÞL a%1

2 ðUÞ, and hence we have an operator

Uy : H 0ðU;GÞ! H 0ðU;GÞ

which is the operator T UU ¼ UUU in the notation of Definition 2.16.

Proposition 3.1. Let the notation be as above. Let f0 A H 0ðU0;GÞ.

(1) Let AðxÞ A L½X ( be a polynomial such that Að0Þ3 0. If AðU0Þ f0 can be extended
to a section F of G on U, then so can f0. Denote this extension of f0 by f A H 0ðU;GÞ. We
have AðUyÞ f ¼ F.

(2) (Special case of the first part). If f0 is a generalized eigensection for U0 of general-
ized eigenvalue a3 0, then f0 can be extended to a section f A H 0ðU;GÞ which is a general-
ized eigensection for Uy with generalized eigenvalue a.

Proof. Let AðxÞ ¼ xA0ðxÞ % a, where 03 a A L. For nf 1 define fn A H 0ðUn;GÞ,
recursively, via

fn :¼ a%1cT Un

Un%1
A0ðUn%1Þ fn%1 % a%1FjUn

:ð3:1Þ

To prove the statement, it is enough to prove

PðnÞ AðUn%1Þ fn%1 ¼ FjUn%1
;

QðnÞ fnjUn%1
¼ fn%1

ð3:2Þ
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for all nf 1. The reason is that knowing QðnÞ for all n would give us a section f of G on U
such that fjUn

¼ fn for all nf 0, and knowing PðnÞ for all n would imply that for all nf 0
we have

!
AðUyÞ f

"
jUn

¼ AðUnÞð fjUn
Þ ¼ AðUnÞð fnÞ ¼ FjUn

where the first equality holds by part (2)(b) of Lemma 2.18.

On the other hand, using Equation (3.1), it is easy to see that PðnÞ implies QðnÞ for all
nf 1. Hence it su‰ces to prove PðnÞ for all nf 1. We do this by induction. By assumption
Pð1Þ holds. Assume PðnÞ holds. We have

AðUnÞ fn ¼ AðUnÞ
!
a%1cT Un

Un%1
A0ðUn%1Þ fn%1 % a%1FjUn

"
ð3:3Þ

¼ a%1cT Un

Un%1
AðUn%1ÞA0ðUn%1Þ fn%1 % a%1AðUnÞFjUn

¼ a%1cT Un

Un%1
A0ðUn%1ÞAðUn%1Þ fn%1 % a%1AðUnÞFjUn

¼ a%1cT Un

Un%1
A0ðUn%1ÞðFjUn%1

Þ % a%1AðUnÞFjUn

¼ a%1A0ðUnÞcT Un

Un%1
ðFjUn%1

Þ % a%1AðUnÞFjUn

¼ a%1A0ðUnÞUnðFjUn
Þ % a%1AðUnÞFjUn

¼ FjUn
;

where for the second and fifth equalities we use part (2)(c) of Lemma 2.18, and for the sixth
equality we use part (2)(a) of the same lemma. The second part of the proposition follows
from the first part by setting AðxÞ ¼ ðx% aÞN for some N f 1, and F ¼ 0. r

3.2. Analytic continuation on Yrig.

Proposition 3.2. Let 0 < r < 1=ðeþ 1Þ be in Q. Let

f A SrðYrig;Frig;LÞ ¼ H 0ðYrig½0; r( n̂nL;FrigÞ:

(1) Let AðxÞ A L½X ( be a polynomial such that Að0Þ3 0. If AðUÞ f can be extended to
a section F of Frig on Yrig½0; 1Þ n̂nL, then so can f .

(2) (Special case of the first part). If f is a generalized U-eigensection with a non-zero
generalized eigenvalue, then f can be extended to Yrig½0; 1Þ n̂nL.

Proof. For simplicity in the notation we assume, without loss of generality, that
L ¼ L0. Choose N f 1 such that 1=ðeþ 1Þe eNr < e=ðeþ 1Þ. For 0e neN define
Wn ¼ Yrig½0; en%N=ðeþ 1Þ(. We have

W0 LW1 L ! ! !LWN ¼ Yrig½0; 1=ðeþ 1Þ(:

By part (1) of Lemma 2.7, for all 0e neN % 1, we have

p%1
1; rigðWnþ1ÞL p%1

2; rigðWnÞ:
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For nf 0 define Vn :¼ Yrig½0; 1% 1=en%1ðeþ 1Þ(. We have

W0 LW1 L ! ! !LWN ¼ Yrig½0; 1=ðeþ 1Þ( ¼ V0 LV1 LV2 ! ! !

providing an admissible covering of Yrig½0; 1Þ by a‰noids (see Lemma 2.5). Breaking up
Vnþ1 as

Yrig

#
0; e=ðeþ 1Þ

"
WYrig½e=ðeþ 1Þ; e=ðeþ 1Þ(WYrig

!
e=ðeþ 1Þ; 1% 1=enðeþ 1Þ

%

(with the last term being empty when n ¼ 0) and applying all the three parts of Lemma 2.7
we see that

p%1
1; rigðVnþ1ÞL p%1

2; rigðVnÞ

for all nf 0. Now define U i ¼W i for i ¼ 0; . . . ;N, and U i ¼ V i%N for i > N. We have
shown that for all nf 0

p%1
1; rigðUnþ1ÞL p%1

2; rigðUnÞ

and hence we can apply Proposition 3.1 with the admissible covering fU ig of Yrig½0; 1Þ and
aj ¼ pj; rig for j ¼ 1; 2 to deduce that f can be extended to a section of Frig on Yrig½0; 1Þ.
Denote this extension by f again. We have AðUÞ f ¼ F , where

U ¼ U
Yrig½0;1Þ
Yrig½0;1Þ

in the notation of Definition 2.16. We are done. r

Remark 3.3. Note that we have in fact shown that

p%1
1; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1Þ

"
L p%1

2; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1Þ

"

(by letting n go to y), a fact implicit in the notation U
Yrig½0;1Þ
Yrig½0;1Þ

.

3.3. Analytic continuation on X(m)rig.

Lemma 3.4. We have

f%1
m; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1Þ

"
L f%1

m%1; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1Þ

"
L ! ! !L f%1

1; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1Þ

"
:

Proof. Let 1e iem% 1 and Q A f%1
iþ1; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1Þ

"
. Assume Q ¼ l1; rigðRÞ. By as-

sumption (H3.1)

Q1 :¼ p1; rig

!
hiþ1; rigðRÞ

"
¼ fiþ1; rig

!
l1; rigðRÞ

"
A Yrig½0; 1Þ:

We assume nY
!
fi; rigðQÞ

"
¼ 1 and draw a contradiction. By assumption (H3.2)

fi; rigðQÞ ¼ fi; rig

!
l1; rigðRÞ

"
¼ drig

!
p2; rig

!
hiþ1; rigðRÞ

""
¼ drig

!
wrig

!
p 01; rig

!
hiþ1; rigðRÞ

"""
:
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Hence using parts (4) and (5) of Proposition 2.3 we get nY
!
p 01; rig

!
hiþ1; rigðRÞ

""
¼ 0. Let

P ¼ hiþ1; rigðRÞ. We have shown that Q2 :¼ p 01; rigðPÞ has nY ¼ 0 and hence is canonical.
Therefore assumption (A5) tells us that Q1 ¼ p1; rigðPÞ is anti-canonical. Since Q1 and Q2

have the same image under prig, parts (1) and (2) of Proposition 2.3 imply that nYðQ1Þ ¼ 1
which is a contradiction. r

Lemma 3.5. For each 1e iem% 1, we have

l%1
1; rig

!
f%1

i; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1Þ

""
¼ l%1

2; rig

!
f%1

iþ1; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1Þ

""
:

Proof. By Assumptions (H3.1), (H3.2) we have

fi; rigl1; rig ¼ drigp2; righiþ1; rig ¼ drigfiþ1; rigl2; rig;

and the result follows in view of part (5) of Proposition 2.3. r

Proposition 3.6. Let 0 < r < e2%m=ðeþ 1Þ be in Q. Let f A Sr

!
XðmÞrig;Frig;L

"
.

(1) Let AðxÞ A L½X ( be a polynomial such that Að0Þ3 0. If AðUÞ f can be extended to
a section of Frig on f%1

1; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1Þ

"
n̂nL, then so can f .

(2) (Special case of the first part). If f is a generalized U-eigensection with non-zero
generalized eigenvalue, then f can be extended to f%1

1; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1Þ

"
n̂nL.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume L ¼ L0. By definition f is a sec-
tion of Frig over f%1

m; rigðYrig½0; rem%1(Þ. First we show that under the assumptions f extends
to f%1

m; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1Þ

"
. The proof of this part is exactly like the proof of Proposition 3.2. One

only needs to apply f%1
m; rig and use appropriate commutative diagrams. We will be using the

notation U i from that proof. Define U 0i ¼ f%1
m; rigðU iÞ. Then fU 0ig is an admissible covering

for f%1
m; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1Þ

"
. Since for j ¼ 1; 2 we have by assumption (H3.1)

l%1
j; rigf

%1
m; rig ¼ h%1

m; rigp
%1
j; rig

applying h%1
m; rig to the inclusion p%1

1; rigðU iþ1ÞL p%1
2; rigðU iÞ for i f 0 (verified in the proof of

Proposition 3.2) shows that assumptions of Proposition 3.1 are valid for the covering
fU 0ig, with aj ¼ lj; rig for j ¼ 1; 2. Therefore, f can be extended to a section of Frig on
f%1

m; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1Þ

"
(which we continue to denote by f ). Furthermore, we have AðUÞ f ¼ F

with

U ¼ U
f%1

m; rigðYrig½0;1ÞÞ
f%1

m; rigðYrig½0;1ÞÞ

as in Definition 2.16. The final step is to extend f from f%1
m; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1Þ

"
to f%1

1; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1Þ

"

(note that this statement makes sense by Lemma 3.4). Let us denote f%1
n; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1Þ

"

by U 00m%n for 1e nem. Then, by Lemma 3.4, we have an admissible covering of
f%1

1; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1Þ

"
given by

U 000 LU
00
1 L ! ! !LU

00
m%1 ¼ f%1

1; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1Þ

"
¼ f%1

1; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1Þ

"
¼ ! ! ! :
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Lemma 3.5 and Remark 3.3 (in conjunction with an application of h%1
1; rig in the same way as

above) allow us to apply Proposition 3.1 to conclude that f can be extended to a section
(again denoted f ) of Frig on f%1

1; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1Þ

"
. Proposition 3.1 also tells us that we have

AðUÞ f ¼ F , where U stands for U
f%1

1; rigðYrig½0;1ÞÞ
f%1

1; rigðYrig½0;1ÞÞ
here. r

4. Classicality

4.1. The weights of Frig. We define the weights of F on X .

Definition 4.1. We say that F has a weight k A Z if F ¼ onk for some invertible
sheaf o on X , such that Q ¼ ðpr)Þnk (see assumption (A7)) where pr) : w)p)o! p)o is a
morphism of invertible sheaves such that:

(A8) The morphism of OXnk-modules

s)ðpr)n kÞ : s)ðwn kÞ)ðpn kÞ)ðon kÞ! on k

is the zero morphism.

In what follows, for simplicity, we often follow the same notational convention involving
F : denoting still by o, the sheaves p)o on Y , p)1; rigp

)
rigo on Y0

rig, etc.

We define the weights of F and Frig to be the same as those of F . If k is a weight for
all these sheaves, then any section of any of these sheaves over any open set in any of the
curves introduced so far is also said to have a weight k. We will denote the induced sheaf
orig on Xrig simply by o. Throughout the rest of this section we will fix a weight k and a
morphism pr) satisfying Assumption (A8) for F .

For the notation in this passage, we refer the reader to the paragraph before
Definition 2.13. Fix a point P of Xrig

#
0; 1=ðeþ 1Þ

"
for this discussion, and choose

gP : SpðEÞ! Xrig

#
0; 1=ðeþ 1Þ

"
giving P. Then gsrigðPÞ :¼ sriggP : SpðEÞ! Yrig gives the

point srigðPÞ. Also gsðPÞ :¼ prigwrigsriggP : SpðEÞ! Xrig gives sðPÞ (see Definition 2.10).
Let ~ggP, ~ggsrigðPÞ, and ~ggsðPÞ denote the formal extensions of these maps. Then by uniqueness
of formal extensions we have

~ggP ¼ p~ggsrigðPÞ;ð4:1Þ

~ggsðPÞ ¼ pw~ggsrigðPÞ:ð4:2Þ

The morphism pr) given in Definition 4.1 induces a morphism of rigid analytic sheaves
on Yrig

pr) : w)rigp
)
rigo! p)rigo:

Applying g)srigðPÞ to this morphism gives an E-linear morphism

pr)gP
: g)sðPÞo! g)Po:
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We can give an integral model for the morphism of sheaves pr)gP
by applying ~gg)srigðPÞ to (the

formal completion of) pr) (in Definition 4.1). In view of Equations (4.1) and (4.2), this gives
an OE-linear morphism

pr)~ggP
: ~gg)sðPÞo! ~gg)Po

which is the restriction of pr)gP
to ~gg)sðPÞoH g)sðPÞo (where the o on the left is over X and the

o on the right is over Xrig). Let m be an element of OE such that jmj ¼ ð1=qÞnXðPÞ. We will
use the following lemma in the next subsection.

Lemma 4.2. The morphism of sheaves pr)~ggP
reduces to zero modulo $=m.

Proof. We will denote reduction modulo $=m of a morphism of the form ~ggQ by gQ.
For simplicity, denote the k-algebra OE=ð$=mÞ by R. Let

s 0 : X n knk R! Y n knk R

be the base extension from k to R of the section s given in assumption (A2.1). By [GK],
Proposition 3.10, we have gsrigðPÞ ¼ s 0gP. Hence the morphism pr)~ggP

¼ ~gg)srigðPÞpr) reduces
modulo $=m to g)Pðs 0Þ

)ðpr)nOL0
RÞ. But ðs 0Þ)ðpr)nOL0

RÞ is the base extension from k to
R of

s)ðpr)n kÞ

which is zero by assumption (A8). r

4.2. The main theorem. We now start preparing for the proof of the classicality re-
sult. By the last assertion in assumption (H3.1), we have a product diagram

ðf1; rigl1; rigÞ%1!Yrig

!
e=ðeþ 1Þ; 1

%"
$$$!
l1; rig ðf1; rigÞ

%1!Yrig

!
e=ðeþ 1Þ; 1

%"

h1; rig

???y

???yf1; rig

ðp1; rigÞ%1!Yrig

!
e=ðeþ 1Þ; 1

%"
$$$!
p1; rig

Yrig

!
e=ðeþ 1Þ; 1

%
:

ð4:3Þ

By base extension the section s0
rig defined in assumption (A6) yields a section to l1; rig de-

fined on ðf1; rigÞ
%1!Yrig

!
e=ðeþ 1Þ; 1

%"
HXðmÞrig as follows:

trig : ðf1; rigÞ
%1!Yrig

!
e=ðeþ 1Þ; 1

%"
! X0ðmÞrig:

For any subinterval I of
!
e=ðeþ 1Þ; 1

%
we set

VI :¼ f%1
1; rigðYrigIÞL ðf1; rigÞ

%1!Yrig

!
e=ðeþ 1Þ; 1

%"
:

Recall that for any interval I as above we have set I t :¼ f1% eð1% rÞ : r A Ig.

Lemma 4.3. For each interval I L
!
e=ðeþ 1Þ; 1

%
, we have trigðVIÞL l%1

2; rigðVI tÞ. In
fact we have

trigðVIÞ ¼ l%1
2; rigðVI tÞX l%1

1; rigðVIÞ:
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Proof. This follows from the corresponding result over Yrig (Corollary 2.8) in the
usual way. By definition of trig we can write

trig

!
f%1

1; rigðYrigIÞ
"
¼ h%1

1; rig

!
s0

rigðYrigIÞ
"
¼ h%1

1; rigp
%1
2; rigðYrigI tÞX h%1

1; rigp
%1
1; rigðYrigIÞ

¼ l%1
2; rigf

%1
1; rigðYrigI tÞX l%1

1; rigf
%1
1; rigðYrigIÞ

¼ l%1
2; rigðVI tÞX l%1

1; rigðVIÞ: r

Definition 4.4. Let t : V
!
e=ðeþ 1Þ; 1

%
! XðmÞrig be given by t ¼ l2trig. By Lemma

4.3, for any interval I L
!
e=ðeþ 1Þ; 1

%
, we have a morphism

t : VI ! VI t:

We have

t)o ¼ t)rigl
)
2; rigo ¼ t)rigl

)
2; rigf

)
1; rigo ¼ t)righ

)
1; rigp

)
2; rigo ¼ t)righ

)
1; rigðp

0
1; rigÞ

)w)rigp
)
rigo:

Using this and commutative diagrams given by assumption (H3.1), we see that applying
t)righ

)
1; rigðp 01; rigÞ

) to the morphism pr) given by Definition 4.1 yields a morphism of OVI -
modules

pr) :¼ t)righ
)
1; rigðp

0
1; rigÞ

)pr) : t)o! o:

Comparing with the definition of Q given right before Lemma 2.22 it is clear that ðpr)Þnk is
obtained by specializing Q via trig.

Remembering Frig ¼ onk on XðmÞrig, define t : H 0ðVI t;FrigÞ! H 0ðVI ;FrigÞ by

f 7! f t :¼ $%kðpr)Þnkt)f :

Remark 4.5. In particular, taking I ¼ ½1% r; 1% r( for r < 1=ðeþ 1Þ, we find
that if nY

!
f1; rigðQÞ

"
¼ 1% r then nY

!
f1; rig

!
tðQÞ

""
¼ 1% er. If we assume further that

r < 1=eðeþ 1Þ then using Proposition 2.3 (2) we find that if R0 :¼ prig

!
f1; rigðQÞ

"
and

R1 :¼ prig

!
f1; rig

!
tðQÞ

""
then nXðR1Þ ¼ enXðR0Þ ¼ e2r. We will use this later.

There is an alternative way to describe t : H 0ðVI t;FrigÞ! H 0ðVI ;FrigÞ using the
machinery of Definition 2.16. We will use this description in the proof of Proposition 4.10.

Let the data ðG;Y0;Y;V;W; a1; a2; lÞ in Definition 2.16 be given by

!
Frig;X

0ðmÞrig;XðmÞrig;VI t WVI w;VI ; l1; rig; l2; rig; Q
"
:

To do so we need to check l%1
1; rigðVIÞL l%1

2; rigðVI tÞW l%1
2; rigðVI wÞ which follows from Lemma

2.7 by our usual trick of applying h%1
1; rig and using the commutative diagrams in assumption

(H3.1) for i ¼ 1. Also note that this is an admissible disjoint union by Lemma 2.7. We get a
map

TVI
VI tWVI w : H 0ðVI t;FrigÞlH 0ðVI w;FrigÞ! H 0ðVI ;FrigÞ:
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Lemma 4.6. For any f A H 0ðVI t;FrigÞ we have f t ¼ $%kTVI
VI tWVI wð f ; 0Þ.

Proof. By definition (and since ð f ; 0Þ is identically zero on VI w), we have

TVI
VI tWVI wð f ; 0Þ ¼ ðl1; rigÞ)ðQl

)
2; rig f ÞjD

where D ¼ l%1
2; rigðVI tÞX l%1

1; rigðVIÞ and l2; rig is considered only as a map from l%1
2; rigðVI tÞ to

VI t. By Lemma 4.3 we have D ¼ trigðVIÞ and hence ðl1; rigÞ) can be rewritten as t)rig. To
finish the proof we note that t)rigQ ¼ ðpr)Þnkt)rig as was noted in Definition 4.4. r

Proposition 4.7. Let I be a closed interval in
!
e=ðeþ 1Þ; 1

%
. Let h A H 0ðVI t;FrigÞ.

For any Q A VI we have

jhtðQÞje qknXðprigf1; rigðQÞÞ
&&h
!
tðQÞ

"&&

where the norms are as in Definition 2.13.

Proof. In this proof the notation g:, ~gg: is as in the paragraph before Definition 2.13.
Let us fix gQ : SpðEÞ! VI giving the point Q, and gtðQÞ :¼ tgQ give the point tðQÞ. Denote
by ~ggQ, and ~ggtðQÞ, respectively, their formal extensions. Let ~ggtrigðQÞ denote the formal exten-
sion of gtrigðQÞ :¼ triggQ.

Let pr)gQ
: g)tðQÞo ¼ g)Qt

)o! g)Qo denote the E-linear morphism obtained by special-
izing pr) (as in Definition 4.4) via gQ. In other words pr)gQ

¼ g)trigðQÞh
)
1; rigðp 01; rigÞ

)pr), where
now pr) is as in assumption (A7). This has a formal model

pr)~ggQ
:¼ ~gg)trigðQÞh

)ðp 01Þ
)pr) : ~gg)tðQÞo! ~gg)Qo:

These morphisms fit into the following commutative diagram.

H 0ðVI t;onkÞ $$$$$$!t)
H 0ðVI ; t)onkÞ $$$$$$$$$$$!

ðpr)Þnk

H 0ðVI ;onkÞ

g)Q

???y g)Q

???y

H 0
!
SpðEÞ; g)tðQÞo

nk
"

$$$$$$!
ðpr)gQ Þ

nk

H 0
!
SpðEÞ; g)Qonk

"
x???

x???

H 0
!
SpfðOEÞ; ~gg)tðQÞonk

"
$$$$!
ðpr)~ggQ

Þnk

H 0
!
SpfðOEÞ; ~gg)Qonk

"

ð4:4Þ

 $$
$$$$

$$$$
$$

g)
tðQÞ

Let m A OE be such that jmj ¼ ð1=qÞnXðprigf1; rigðQÞÞ. To prove the statement, it is enough to
show that

&&h
!
tðQÞ

"&&e 1 implies jhtðQÞje j1=mjk. We have

jhtðQÞj ¼ jg)QhtjQ ¼ j$
%kg)Qðpr)Þnkt)hjQ ¼ j$j

%kjðpr)gQ
Þnkg)tðQÞhjQ:

Unraveling the definitions of the norms shows that it su‰ces to prove

pr)gQ

!
H 0

!
SpfðOEÞ; ~gg)tðQÞo

""
L ð$=mÞH 0

!
SpfðOEÞ; ~gg)Qo

"
:
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Since pr)~ggQ
is the restriction of pr)gQ

to ~gg)tðQÞoH g)tðQÞo, it is enough to show that the reduc-
tion of pr)~ggQ

modulo $=m is the zero morphism. Let R ¼ f1; rigðQÞ, and P ¼ prigðRÞ. Then,
we have

pr)~ggQ
¼ ~gg)trigðQÞh

)ðp 01Þ
)pr) ¼ f)1~gg

)
s0

rig
ðRÞðp

0
1Þ
)pr) ¼ f)1p

)~gg)srigðPÞpr) ¼ f)1p
)pr)~ggsðPÞ ;

where ~ggs0
rig
ðRÞ (respectively, ~ggsrigðPÞ) denotes the formal extension of gs0

rig
ðRÞ :¼ s0

riggR (respec-
tively, gsrigðPÞ :¼ sriggP). Note that the second (respectively, third) equality comes from the
fact that trig (respectively, s0

rig) is obtained from s0
rig (respectively, srig) by base extension.

Now the result follows since by Lemma 4.2 we know that pr)~ggsðPÞ reduces to the zero mor-
phism modulo $=m. r

Corollary 4.8. Let h A H 0ðV½1; 1(;FrigÞ. For all nf 0 we have jhtn j
V½1; 1(

e jhj
V½1; 1(

< y.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.7 with I ¼ ½1; 1(, and Lemma 2.14. We only
remind the reader that prigðY½1; 1(Þ ¼ X½0; 0(. r

For a generalized eigenform f of U with eigenvalue a we define the slope of f to be
valðaÞ. Recall our fixed choice of (the ‘‘normalization factor’’) c A L0 in Definition 2.16. It
was used to define the various U operators (see Remark 2.17). Also recall that we have
fixed a weight k and a choice of pr) satisfying Assumption (A8) for F .

Theorem 4.9. Let either 0 < r < e2%m=ðeþ 1Þ and f A Sr

!
XðmÞrig;Frig;L

"
, or

0 < r < e=ðeþ 1Þ and f A SrðYrig;Frig;LÞ.

(1) Let AðxÞ A L½X ( be a polynomial such that all roots of A in the algebraic closure of
L have valuation less than k þ valðcÞ. If AðUÞ f is classical, then so is f .

(2) (Special case of the first part). If f is a generalized U-eigensection which has a
weight k and slope less than k þ valðcÞ, then f is classical.

Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume L ¼ L0. We remark that it is
enough to prove the result over XðmÞrig as the proof for the other case follows exactly in
the same way, or alternatively by observing that Yrig satisfies the axioms required to be
an instance of XðmÞrig for m ¼ 1 with obvious maps. It is also enough to deal with the
case when A has degree one. Assume we have done so. Then the general case can be proved
by an induction as follows. Assume AðUÞ f ¼ F is classical. Passing to a finite extension
of L we can assume AðxÞ ¼ ðx% a1Þðx% a2Þ . . . ðx% alÞ, such that valðajÞ < k þ valðcÞ
for all j. For 1e j e l % 1 define fj ¼ ðU% ajþ1ÞðU% ajþ2Þ . . . ðU% alÞ f . Then we
have ðU% a1Þ f1 ¼ F and hence by assumption f1 is classical. Similarly we have
ðU% a2Þ f2 ¼ f1 and since f1 is classical, we deduce that f2 is classical. Continuing this
way we see that ðU% alÞ f is classical and hence, by assumption, f is classical.

Assume now that Uf % af can be extended to F A H 0
!
XðmÞrig;Frig

"
, and that

valðaÞ < k þ valðcÞ. For any interval of the form I ¼ ½x; 1Þ, we let I ¼ ½x; 1(. Let us fix a
rational 0 < r < 1=ðeþ 1Þ. Let In ¼ ½1% re%n; 1Þ for nf 0. Then I0 I I1 I ! ! ! and we
have I t

nþ1 ¼ In.

Let us denote f%1
1; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1Þ

"
by U for simplicity. By Proposition 3.6, f can be ex-

tended to U, and we have Uf ¼ af þ FjU , where U denotes UUU ¼ cT UU in the notation of
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Definition 2.16. Recall the definition of VI from §4.2. We will denote the restriction of f , F
to VIn by the same letters. Let b :¼ c$k=a. We have valðbÞ > 0.

Proposition 4.10. The section f % bf t A H 0ðVI1;FrigÞ extends to a section F1 in
H 0ðVI1;FrigÞ.

Proof. Recall from the discussion leading to Lemma 4.6 the operator TVI1
VI t

1
WVI w

1
. We

can write

ðUf ÞjVI1
¼ cðT UU f ÞjVI1

¼ cTVI1
VI t

1
WVI w

1
ð f ; f Þ

where ð f ; f Þ A H 0ðVI t
1 ;FrigÞlH 0ðVI w

1 ;FrigÞ and for the second equality we have used
Lemma 2.18 (1). But we can write

TVI1
VI t

1
WVI w

1
ð f ; f Þ ¼ TVI1

VI t
1
WVI w

1
ð f ; 0Þ þ TVI1

VI t
1
WVI w

1
ð0; f Þ ¼ $kf t þ TVI1

VI t
1
WVI w

1
ð0; f Þ

using Lemma 4.6. Therefore, we have the following equation of sections of Frig on
VI1:

f % bf t ¼ ðc=aÞTVI1
VI t

1
WVI w

1
ð0; f Þ % F=a;

and to prove the result it is enough to show that TVI1
VI t

1
WVI w

1
ð0; f Þ can be extended to VI1. But

such an extension is provided by TVI1

VI t
1
WVI w

1

ð0; f Þ which is well defined by the discussion be-

fore Lemma 4.6 and the fact that f is indeed defined on VI w
1 L f%1

1; rig

!
Yrig½0; 1=ðeþ 1Þ(

"
.

r

Lemma 4.11. We have j f jVI0
< y.

Proof. By Proposition 4.10, f % bf t extends from VI1 to VI1 which is an a‰noid by
Lemma 2.5. Hence by Lemma 2.14, f % bf t will have finite norm on VI1. Let M 00 be a com-
mon upper bound for this norm and j f j

V½1%r; 1%re%1 (
. We prove by induction that for all nf 0, f

is bounded on Vn :¼ V½1% re%n; 1% re%n%1( by Mn :¼M 00qðkrþ!!!þkre%nþ1Þ (we let M0 ¼M 00).
The result will then follow as VI0 is the union of Vn’s and Mn eM 0 :¼M 00qkre=ðe%1Þ.

The claim is true for n ¼ 0. Let Q A Vnþ1. Then tðQÞ A Vn. Let P :¼ prig

!
f1; rigðQÞ

"
.

Since nYðf1; rigQÞ > e=ðeþ 1Þ part (2) of Proposition 2.3 tells us

nXðPÞ ¼ e
!
1% nY

!
f1; rigðQÞ

""
e re%n:

By Proposition 4.7 and the induction hypothesis we have

j f tðQÞje qknXðPÞ
&& f
!
tðQÞ

"&&e qkre%n

Mn ¼Mnþ1

which implies that j f tjVnþ1
eMnþ1. So we can write

j f jVnþ1
emaxfj f % bf tjVnþ1

; jbf tjVnþ1
gemaxfM 00; j f tjVnþ1

geMnþ1: r

Lemma 4.12. There is an M > 0 such that for all nf 0 we have j f tn jVIn
eM.
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Proof. Let Q A VIn with nf 1. By Proposition 4.7, we have

j f tnðQÞje qknXðP0Þ
&& f tn%1!

tðQÞ
"&&

where P0 denotes prig

!
f1; rigðQÞ

"
. Note that by part (2) of Proposition 2.3,

nXðP0Þ ¼ e
!
1% nY

!
f1; rigðQÞ

""
e re%nþ1. Inductively, we find

j f tnðQÞje
&& f
!
tnðQÞ

"&&Q
n%1

j¼0
qknXðPjÞ

where Pj ¼ prig

!
f1; rig

!
t jðQÞ

""
. By Remark 4.5 we have nXðPjÞ ¼ e jnXðP0Þe re j%nþ1. Also

since tnðQÞ A VI0, Lemma 4.11 gives us
&& f
!
tnðQÞ

"&&eM 0. Together, these imply

j f tnðQÞjeM 0q
kr T

n%1

j¼0

e j%nþ1

eM 0qkre=ðe%1Þ ¼: M: r

Next we recall a gluing lemma which was proved in [Kas3].

Lemma 4.13. Let Z be a quasi-compact admissible formal scheme over O0 and N an
invertible sheaf on it. Let XHZrig be a smooth a‰noid subdomain. Assume that X is a dis-
joint union of two admissible opens X ¼ YWZ, where Z is an a‰noid. Assume we are given
a‰noid subdomains of X denoted by Zn for nf 1 with

ZH ! ! !HZ3 HZ2 HZ1ð4:5Þ

and such that fY;Zng is an admissible cover of X for each n. Assume that we are given two
sections

f A H 0ðY;NrigÞ; g A H 0ðZ;NrigÞ

and for each nf 1, a section Fn A H 0ðZn;NrigÞ such that, as n!y, we have

jFn % fjYXZn
! 0 and jFn % gjZ ! 0:

Then f and g glue together to give a global section of Nrig on X . In other words, there is a
section of Nrig on X , which restricts to f on Y, and restricts to g on Z.

Remark 4.14. In [Kas3] all but the first of the inclusions in Equation (4.5) are written
in the reverse order. We are thankful to Shu Sasaki for pointing out this typo. The proof in
[Kas3] is written with the correct inclusions in mind! r

We want to use this lemma to glue f on U ¼ f%1
1; rigY½0; 1Þ with a section g that we will

construct below on f%1
1; rigY½1; 1( ¼ V½1; 1( and produce a classical section of Frig on XðmÞrig.

Consider the section F1 constructed in Proposition 4.10. Define Fn :¼
Pn%1

i¼0
biF t i

1 in

H 0ðVIn;FrigÞ. Since F1 restricts to f % bf t over VI1, we easily see that FnjVIn
¼ f % bnf tn

.

Since jbj < 1 and by Corollary 4.8 and Lemma 2.14 we can define g :¼
Py

n¼0
biF t i

1 in
H 0ðV½1; 1(;FrigÞ.
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We want to apply the gluing lemma with Z ¼ XðmÞ, N ¼ Frig, X ¼ VI0 which is
a smooth a‰noid by assumption (H1) and Lemma 3.5, Y ¼ VI0, Z ¼ V½1; 1(, Zn ¼ VIn,
f ¼ f , and g ¼ g. We have Fn % f ¼ %bnf tn

on VIn ¼ YXZn and Fn % g ¼ %bngtn
on

V½1; 1(, and therefore in view of Lemma 4.2 and Corollary 4.8, and since jbj < 1, we can
apply Lemma 4.3 to obtain a section of Frig on VI0 ¼ V½1% r; 1( denoted f 0 for the mo-
ment. By construction f 0 and f A H 0ðU;FrigÞ restrict to the same section on VI0. Since
fVI0;Ug forms an admissible covering of XðmÞrig we obtain a global section of Frig on
XðmÞrig which extends f , and hence f is classical.

5. Applications

As we were setting up the notation and progressing in the first part of this paper, we
explained how the case of modular curves (where one has to take the normalization factor c
from Definition 2.16 to be 1=p) is an example covered by our results. In this section we
show how the case of various Shimura curves are also covered.

5.1. Unitary Shimura curves. In [Kas2] we developed a theory of overconvergent
modular forms over certain unitary Shimura curves, and stated that we expected the ana-
logue of Coleman’s classicality result (cf. [Co1], [Co2]) that ‘‘overconvergent modular forms
of small slope are classical’’ to be true over these Shimura curves. We now show how this
follows as a special case of Theorem 4.9. In fact we do more: in [Kas2] we only studied
overconvergent modular forms of level G0ðPÞ (which in the notation of this paper corre-
sponds to Yrig), whereas with results that we have proven for XðmÞrig (the ‘‘higher-level’’
cases) we can now extend the constructions of [Kas2] to the case where level structures con-
tain arbitrary powers of P (we will make this precise below), and provide a classicality re-
sult for these overconvergent modular forms of higher levels as well. For simplicity of refer-
encing we will stay faithful to the notation of [Kas2] to a large extent, even though at times
it may not be the most economical one.

Let F be a totally real field of degree d > 1. Let P1 ¼ P;P2; . . . ;Pr be the primes of
F over p. Let FPi

be the completion of F at Pi with ring of integers OPi
. Let B be a qua-

ternion algebra over F which splits at P and also at exactly one infinite place of F . Choose
l < 0 a rational number such that QðlÞ splits at p and define E ¼ FðlÞ. It follows that the
primes of E lying above p come in pairs, each pair lying over one of the Pi’s, and one gets
an isomorphism

OE nZp !
@ ðOP1 l ! ! !lOPr

Þl ðOP1 l ! ! !lOPr
Þ:ð5:1Þ

Define D :¼ BnF E and let V denote D as a Q-vector space with a left action of D. Let
OD ¼: VZ HV ¼ D be a maximal order of D. The isomorphism (5.1) induces the following
decompositions of DnQp and OD nZp:

OD nZp ¼ OD1
1
l ! ! !lOD1

r
lOD2

1
l ! ! !lOD2

r

I I I I I

DnQp ¼ D1
1 l ! ! !l D1

r l D2
1 l ! ! !l D2

r

where each Dk
j is an FPj

-algebra isomorphic to BnF FPj
. In particular, D1

1 and D2
1 are iso-

morphic to M2ðFPÞ.
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One can choose OD, an involution of second type l 7! l ) on D, and a Q-valued alter-
nating non-degenerate form C on V satisfying Cðlv;wÞ ¼ Cðv; l )wÞ for v;w A V and l A D
such that:

(i) OD is stable under the involution l 7! l ); in fact the involution switches D1
j and

D2
j .

(ii) Each ODk
j

is a maximal order in Dk
j and OD2

1
HD2

1 ¼M2ðFPÞ is identified with
M2ðOPÞ.

(iii) C takes integer values on VZ.

(iv) C induces a perfect pairing Cp on VZp
¼ VZnZp.

Each OD nZp-module (or any element of an abelian category with an action by OD nZp)
L, hence, admits a decomposition

L ¼ L1
1 l ! ! !lL1

r lL2
1 l ! ! !lL2

rð5:2Þ

such that each Lk
j is an ODk

j
-module. The M2ðOPÞ-module L2

1 can be further decomposed
as the direct sum of two OP-modules L2;1

1 and L2;2
1 by choosing idempotents in M2ðOPÞ.

Let G 0 be the algebraic group which for any Q-algebra R has R-points given by the
group of symplectic similitudes of ðV nQ R;CnQ RÞ. The finite adelic points of G 0 can be
described as

G 0ðAyÞ ¼ Q+p +GL2ðFPÞ + ðBnF FP2Þ
+ + ! ! ! + ðBnF FPr

Þ+ + G 0ðAy;pÞ:

We consider open compact subgroups K 0 of G 0ðAyÞ of the form

K 0 ¼ Z+p + K 0P +H 0

where K 0P is a subgroup of GL2ðFPÞ, H 0 is a subgroup of

ðBnF FP2Þ
+ + ! ! ! + ðBnF FPr

Þ+ + G 0ðAy;pÞ;

and such that K 0 is small enough so that it leaves stable the lattice

VẐZ :¼ VZ n ẐZHV nAy:

The unitary Shimura curve M 0
K 0 defined over FP represents the functor from the cat-

egory of FP-schemes to the category of sets where any S ¼ SpecðRÞ (where R is an FP-
algebra) is mapped to the set of isomorphism classes of all quadruples ðA; i; y; aÞ such that

(i) A is an abelian scheme of relative dimension 4d over R with an action of OD via
i : OD ,! EndRðAÞ, which satisfies:

(1) The projective R-module Lie2;1
1 ðAÞ has rank 1 and OP acts on it via OP ,! R.

(2) For j f 2, we have Lie2
j ðAÞ ¼ 0.
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(ii) y is a polarization of A (of degree prime to p) such that the corresponding Rosati
involution sends iðlÞ to iðl )Þ.

(iii) a is a K 0 level structure: it is a class modulo K 0 of symplectic OD-linear isomor-
phisms a : T̂TðAÞ!@ VẐZ.

Here T̂TðAÞ ¼
Q

l

TlðAÞ denotes lim % n
A½n( as a sheaf over SpecðRÞ in the étale topology and

the symplectic form on T̂TðAÞ is the y-Weil pairing. Also note that LieðAÞ has an action of
OD nZp and Lie2;1

1 ðAÞ and Lie2
j ðAÞ are defined as in (5.2).

For any such abelian scheme A we can consider various objects with an ðOD nZpÞ-
action and decompose them as in (5.2). For example any OD-invariant subgroup scheme H
of A which is killed by a power of q has an action of OD nZp. In particular A½qm( can be
decomposed and A½qm(2; j

1 is defined for j ¼ 1; 2 and has an action of OP . We define
A½$m(2; j

1 to be the $m-torsion in A½pm(2; j
1 . It is an OP-module scheme of rank q2m. Note

that y, being prime to p, induces an isomorphism when restricted to the qm-torsion sub-
group, and since the involution switches D1

j and D2
j we find that y : A½qm(1j ! ðA½qm(2j Þ

4 is
an isomorphism. We refer the reader to [Kas2], §4.4 for the definition of a type 1 and type 2
subgroup scheme of A. The definition can be extended in an evident way to subgroups that
are killed by a power of q (rather than just q). Given an OP-invariant subgroup scheme C
of A½$m(2;11 , using the above duality, condition (ii) in the definition of type 1, 2 subgroups,
and a conjugation between idempotents in OD2

1
!@ M2ðOPÞ, the subgroup C can be

uniquely extended to subgroups of both type 1 and type 2 of A which we denote respec-
tively by t1ðCÞ and t2ðCÞ both of rank qm dimðAÞ.

Let eA : A! SpecðRÞ be the structure map. Then eA;)ðWA=RÞ has an action of
OD nZp and we define oA=R to be eA;)ðWA=RÞ2;11 . The above conditions on LieðAÞ show
that oA=R is a line bundle on SpecðRÞ. This construction can be done universally and will
give us a line bundle o on M 0

K 0 .

For specific choices of K 0PHGL2ðFPÞ we will re-interpret a K 0 level structure.
Let T̂T pðAÞ :¼

Q
l3p

TlðAÞ and denote
!
TpðAÞ

"2

2
l ! ! !l

!
TpðAÞ

"2

r
by T Pp . Similarly let

ŴW p :¼ VZ n ẐZp and denote by W P
p the direct sum ðVZp

Þ22 l ! ! !l ðVZp
Þ2r .

If K 0P ¼ K 00ðPÞ, i.e., the group of all matrices in GL2ðOPÞ whose left lower corner
entry is congruent to 0 modulo P, then a K 0 level structure can be thought of as a choice
of ðC; aPÞ where:

(1) C is a finite flat OP-submodule scheme of rank q of ðA½$(Þ2;11 .

(2) aP is a class of isomorphisms aP ¼ aPp l ap : T Pp ðAÞl T̂T pðAÞ!@ W P
p l ŴW p

modulo H 0, with aPp linear and ap symplectic.

If K 0P ¼ K 01ðP
mÞ consisting of matrices in GL2ðOPÞ such that the upper and lower left cor-

ner entries are congruent to, respectively, 1 and 0 modulo $m, then a K 0 level structure can
be written as a choice of ðQ; aPÞ where:

(1) Q is a point of exact OP-order Pm in ðA½$m(Þ2;11 .

(2) aP is as above.
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If K 0P ¼ K 0;0ðPÞ consisting of matrices in K 00ðPÞ whose upper right corner entry is divisible
by $, then a K 0 level structure is a choice of ðC;D; aPÞ where:

(1) C, aP is as above.

(2) D is a finite flat OP-submodule scheme of rank q of ðA½$(Þ2;11 which intersects C
trivially.

Finally if K 0P ¼ K 0;01 ðP
mÞ consisting of matrices in K 01ðP

mÞ then a K 0 level structure is a
choice of ðQ;D; aPÞ where:

(1) Q, aP is as above.

(2) D is a finite flat OP-submodule scheme of rank q of ðA½$m(Þ2;11 which intersects
the OP-submodule scheme generated by Q trivially.

When K 0P is, respectively, K 00ðPÞ, K 01ðP
mÞ, K 0;0ðPÞ, and K 0;01 ðP

mÞ we denote M 0
K 0 by,

respectively, M 0
H 0;0ðPÞ, M 0

H 0;1ðP
mÞ, N 0H 0;0ðPÞ, N 0H 0;1ðP

mÞ. We will only consider integral
models for the first two cases by considering the same moduli problem defined over
OP-algebras where now Q is a point of exact OP-order Pm in the sense of Drinfeld: that
is a map of OP-modules f : OP=Pm ! Hom

!
SpecðRÞ; ðA½$m(Þ2;11

"
such that

P
a AO=Pm

½a( is

a finite flat OP-submodule scheme of rank qm of ðA½$m(Þ2;11 . Here ½a( is the closed sub-
scheme of ðA½$m(Þ2;11 corresponding to the R-point fðaÞ and by the sum of two closed
subschemes we mean the closed subscheme given by the product of their ideals. We set
Q ¼ fð1Þ. Let us denote these integral models by M 0

H 0;0ðPÞ, M 0
H 0;1ðP

mÞ. We explain how
these Shimura curves and maps between them provide examples for the set-up of the paper.

We set L0 ¼ FP , and O0 ¼ OP . First we discuss the tame situation. Set
X ¼M 0

H 0 :¼M 0
H 0;1ðP0Þ a curve over OP . Set Y ¼M 0

H 0;0ðPÞ. Then Xrig and Yrig are,
respectively, the p-adic analytifications of M 0

H 0 :¼M 0
H 0;1ðP

0Þ and M 0
H 0;0ðPÞ. There is a

morphism p : Y ! X defined by forgetting C. The section s : X n k! Y n k is given by
ðA; i; y; aPÞ 7!

!
A; i; y; aP ;KerðFrobqÞ2;11

"
. The automorphism w : Y ! Y is defined by di-

viding a test object ðA; i; y;C; aPÞ by t2ðCÞ. See [Kas2], §4.4 for a precise definition of the
quotient of ðA; i; y; aPÞ by t2ðCÞ. To that account we only need to add the construction
of the subgroup of order q, and that will be given by A½$(2;11 =C. The automorphism
d : Y ! Y multiplies aP by q%1. We can see that the assumptions (A1)–(A3) hold in this
case (except that the slightly more relaxed version of (A2.2) stated in Remark 2.1 should be
considered here since we are taking L0 ¼ FP) and e ¼ q, either by using Carayol’s results in
[Car], or by using the theory of local models (see [GK], §5 for a brief discussion). The re-
sults of [GK] apply to these curves. In particular there is a measure of singularity nX on Xrig

which we call the measure of supersingularity in this case. And if nXðA; i; y; aPÞ < q=ðqþ 1Þ
the image of the section srig marks a unique subgroup scheme of order q in A½$(2;11 . We call
this the canonical subgroup of A½$(2;11 . Next we define Y0

rig to be the analytification of
N 0H 0;0ðPÞ, which is a rigid analytic curve over FP . There are two finite flat morphisms
p1; rig and p 01; rig from Y0

rig to Yrig which are, respectively, the analytifications of the mor-
phisms forgetting D and C. We need to verify (A5) and (A6). The assumption (A5) holds
trivially, as C and D are di¤erent subgroups by assumption. The assumption (A6) holds by
an easy inspection of the moduli problem. We let k be an integer and define F ¼ onk on
X ¼M 0

H 0 . The morphism Q : w)p)F ! F required by (A7) is induced by the pullback
morphism via the (OD-invariant) projection A ! A=C where A, C are the universal abelian
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scheme and subgroup of order q on Y . Assumption (A8) is satisfied because the map
s)ðpr)n kÞ is induced by pulling back di¤erential forms on An k via the Frobenius mor-
phism. For this we are using the fact that t1

!
KerðFrqÞ2;11

"
¼ KerðFrqÞ which follows from

condition (i) (2) in the definition of the moduli problem and the Cartier duality induced by
y described above. (See [Kas2], §10.1.2.)

Now we describe the case of higher levels. We define XðmÞ ¼M 0
H 0;1ðPmÞ, and take

X0ðmÞrig to be the analytification of N 0H 0;1ðP
mÞ. The morphisms l1; rig, l2; rig are the analyti-

fications of the morphisms N 0H 0;1ðP
mÞ!M 0

H 0;1ðP
mÞ defined, respectively, by forgetting

D and dividing by t1ðDÞ. The assumptions (H1) and (H2) are readily satisfied. The mor-
phism fj : X ðmÞ! Y is defined as follows. To find fjðA; i; y;Q; aPÞ, divide ðA; i; y; aPÞ by
t1ðhqmþ1%jQiÞ and also enclose the subgroup of order q defined by the image of qm%jQ. To
be precise, this definition as it is written works over FP but a similar description can be
given over OP using Drinfeld level structures. Similarly let hj; rig be the analytification of
the morphism N 0H 0;1ðP

mÞ! N 0H 0;0ðPÞ defined exactly as fj where one further commands
that the extra datum D in the target be generated by the image of its counterpart in the
source. Verifying conditions (H3.1) and (H3.2) are straightforward using Yoneda’s lemma.
We only make the comment that in verifying (H3.2) one needs to observe that if C and D
are disjoint OP-submodule schemes of A½$(2;11 of rank q, then t1ðCÞ and t2ðDÞ generate the
entire A½q(.

We can now apply the results of the paper to this particular example. In particular
from Definitions 2.12 and 2.23 we have spaces of overconvergent modular forms of weight
k A Z over both M 0

H 0;0ðPÞ and M 0
H 0;1ðP

mÞ. In the first case these spaces are the same as
those defined in [Kas2]. We can define the U ¼ UP operator in both cases using Definition
2.16 by taking c ¼ 1=NmFP=Qp

ð$Þ. The definition of the U operator given in [Kas2] di¤ers
from this one only in the normalization (there, c ¼ 1=q was used). By Propositions 2.20 and
2.26 we know that UP is completely continuous on the space of overconvergent modular
forms in either case. By Propositions 3.2 and 3.6 we find that Buzzard’s analytic continua-
tion results hold over these Shimura curves. In other words if f is an overconvergent mod-
ular form which is a generalized UP-eigenform with generalized eigenvalue nonzero, then f
can be extended to the entire locus where the measure of supersingularity is not equal to 1.
Finally applying Theorem 4.9 we have a criterion of classicality for these overconvergent
modular forms in all cases (see below). Let us summarize. Recall that F is a totally real
field of degree greater than one and K 0 is small enough as explained at the beginning of
this section.

Theorem 5.1 (Overconvergence and classicality over unitary Shimura curves in tame
and higher levels). Let K 0 be either H 0 + K 00ðPÞ or H 0 + K 01ðP

mÞ. We can define spaces of
overconvergent modular forms of weight k A Z on M 0

K 0 over which we have the action of a
completely continuous operator U ¼ UP . If an overconvergent modular form f is a general-
ized eigenform of UP with eigenvalue aP3 0, then it can be extended to the entire nonordi-
nary locus. If valðaPÞ < k % val

!
NmFP=Qp

ð$Þ
"

then f is classical.

5.2. Quaternionic Shimura curves. Our general results can be applied to the case of
quaternionic Shimura curves as well. Let F be a totally real field and P a prime of F over p.
Let B be a quaternion algebra over F which is split at P and at exactly one infinite place t.
For any choice of an open compact subgroup K of ðBnAy

F Þ
+ there is a Shimura curve

MK over F whose C-points are given by

B+nðBnAy
F Þ
+ + hG=K
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where B+ and K act on ðBnAy
F Þ
+ by multiplication and on C% R ¼ hG via, respectively,

the inclusion of B+ in ðBnF ; t RÞ
+ !@ GL2ðRÞ and trivially. When F ¼ Q this is a moduli

space of abelian surfaces with PEL structure (the so-called fake or false elliptic curves).
That the set-up of this paper covers this case can be shown in a very similar way to the
unitary case using the moduli problem. In this case we take the normalization factor c to
be 1=p. We get the following result:

Theorem 5.2 (Overconvergence and classicality over quaternionic Shimura curves/
Q). Let f be an overconvergent p-adic quaternionic modular form of growth condition r
with valðrÞ > 0 (where valðpÞ ¼ 1), level V1ðNÞ with ðp;NÞ ¼ 1, and weight k A Z as defined
in [Kas1], §7. If f is a generalized eigenform of Up with eigenvalue ap 3 0, then it can be
extended to the entire nonordinary locus. If furthermore valðapÞ < k % 1 then f is classical.
Moreover the entire theory can be set up in level V1ðNpmÞ for any m > 0 and the same results
hold.

Note added in proof. In the introduction, we mention that when p is not split, the
canonical subgroups of Hilbert modular varieties are not well understood. Progress has
been made since this work was submitted. We provide, in a joint work with Eyal Goren,
a full theory of canonical subgroups for Hilbert modular varieties when p is unramified in
the totally real field in question.
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